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KRAS and CREBBP mutations: a relapse-linked malicious
liaison in childhood high hyperdiploid acute lymphoblastic
leukemia
K Malinowska-Ozdowy1,10, C Frech1,10, A Schönegger2,10, C Eckert3, G Cazzaniga4, M Stanulla5, U zur Stadt6, A Mecklenbräuker1,
M Schuster2, D Kneidinger1, A von Stackelberg3, F Locatelli7, M Schrappe8, MA Horstmann6, A Attarbaschi9, C Bock2,11, G Mann9,11,
OA Haas1,9,11 and R Panzer-Grümayer1,11

High hyperdiploidy defines the largest genetic entity of childhood acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL). Despite its relatively low
recurrence risk, this subgroup generates a high proportion of relapses. The cause and origin of these relapses remains obscure. We
therefore explored the mutational landscape in high hyperdiploid (HD) ALL with whole-exome (n= 19) and subsequent targeted
deep sequencing of 60 genes in 100 relapsing and 51 non-relapsing cases. We identified multiple clones at diagnosis that were
primarily defined by a variety of mutations in receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK)/Ras pathway and chromatin-modifying genes. The
relapse clones consisted of reappearing as well as new mutations, and overall contained more mutations. Although RTK/Ras
pathway mutations were similarly frequent between diagnosis and relapse, both intergenic and intragenic heterogeneity was
essentially lost at relapse. CREBBP mutations, however, increased from initially 18–30% at relapse, then commonly co-occurred with
KRAS mutations (Po0.001) and these relapses appeared primarily early (P= 0.012). Our results confirm the exceptional
susceptibility of HD ALL to RTK/Ras pathway and CREBBP mutations, but, more importantly, suggest that mutant KRAS and CREBBP
might cooperate and equip cells with the necessary capacity to evolve into a relapse-generating clone.
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INTRODUCTION
High hyperdiploidy denotes the largest B-cell precursor acute
lymphoblastic leukemia (BCP ALL) subgroup in children and
adolescents.1 Affected patients usually present with low-risk
features and respond well to treatment. The relative proportion
of relapses (up to 15%) is small but nevertheless constitutes the
largest genetically homogeneous fraction in the BCP ALL
cohort.2–4

High hyperdiploid (HD) ALL has a modal number of 51–68 non-
randomly gained chromosomes and is probably caused by the
maldistribution of chromosomes during a single abnormal non-
disjunction event already in utero.5–8 Subsequent additional hits
are then required to promote disease development. These
apparently consist of recurrent submicroscopic copy number
aberrations as well as non-overlapping activating mutations in the
receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK)/Ras signaling pathway genes (KRAS,
NRAS, PTPN11 and FLT3) in up to 50% of cases.9–11 RTK/Ras
signaling is prominently involved in critical cellular processes, such
as proliferation, differentiation and cell survival. Mutations in the
respective genes lead to the constitutive activation of down-
stream pathways and provide oncogenic properties, whose effects
strongly depend on the respective genomic context as well as on

the differentiation stage of the affected cell, and also on the type
of tissue to which it belongs.12,13

So far, none of the identified gene deletions or mutations does
qualify as an indisputable indicator of an elevated relapse risk.
Although clones with various recurrent genomic alterations may
contribute to the initial clinical manifestation of the leukemia, they
may be gone at relapse and replaced by others with different
aberrations, which, however, still affect the same cohort of genes.
In HD ALL, this phenomenon is particularly pronounced in genes
that encode RTK/Ras pathway components.14–17

Of special interest in the research addressed herein is also
CREBBP (or CBP). It encodes the binding protein for the cAMP-
response element binding protein and serves as transcriptional
coactivator by modulating multiple signaling and developmental
pathways. Inherited mutations are responsible for the Rubinstein–
Taybi syndrome.18 Acquired mutations in CREBBP occur in high-
risk and relapsed childhood ALL, particularly in the HD ones, as
well as in B-cell lymphomas.17,19–21 They cluster in the HAT
domain and attenuate the function of the encoded protein, which
leads to a reduction in acetylation of histone and non-histone
proteins, deregulation of transcription and resistance to gluco-
corticoids in vitro.19,20
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Previous HD ALL studies have focused their screening on the
qualitative identification of mutations in selected target genes
and only a few investigated matched diagnosis and relapse

samples.16,17 We therefore performed whole-exome sequencing
(WES) and targeted sequencing in a large cohort of relapsing HD
ALL cases to investigate the mutational landscape in a genome-
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wide, unbiased and quantitative manner. This approach allowed
us to infer and compare the clonal composition of diagnostic and
relapse samples, and, to some extent, also to deduce the
developmental path of the relapse clone. Moreover, it enabled
us to examine the impact of the most abundant mutations on
in vivo drug resistance and course of disease, as well as to check
their potential suitability as biomarkers.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients and samples
Frozen viable cells or DNA were obtained from 151 children and
adolescents with HD ALL from Austria (n= 66), Germany (n= 57) and Italy
(n=28) (Supplementary Table S1), who were treated according to AIEOP/
BFM-ALL95 and 2000, CoALL-08-09 and ALL-Rez BFM 2002 protocols.3,22–24

They comprised 100 cases with a bone marrow relapse, among them 50
with matched diagnosis and relapse samples and another 50 with material
from either diagnosis (n= 16) or relapse (n=34). Germline controls in the
form of remission samples were available from all cases. Another 51
diagnosis samples were obtained from HD ALL cases in long-term
remission (mean 141 months, range 68–253). The selection of cases was
based on the presence of an HD karyotype (51–68 chromosomes) or a DNA
index of ⩾ 1.16 and on at least 85% blast cells at diagnosis or 50% at
relapse. All samples were obtained from the respective study centers upon
institutional review approval and with approval of their ethics committees.
Informed consent for tissue banking and research studies was obtained
from patients, their parents or legal guardians in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki.

Sample preparation and high-throughput sequencing
Genomic DNA from leukemic and remission bone marrow mononuclear cells
was isolated with the QIAamp DNA Blood Extraction Kit (Qiagen, Venlo, The
Netherlands). The quantity and quality of genomic double-stranded DNA was
assessed with the Qubit Fluorometric Quantitation system (Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA, USA) and Experion Bioanalyzer (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA),
respectively. For WES, libraries were prepared from DNA of matched diagnosis,
remission and relapse samples from 19 cases with the Illumina TruSeq DNA
Sample Prep and TruSeq Exome Enrichment Kits (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA)
according to the manufacturer's recommendations. The 100 bp paired-end
sequencing was performed on a HiSeq 2000 (Illumina). Further details
regarding key performance metrics of WES (including coverage) are provided
in Supplementary Methods and Supplementary Figure S1.
DNA from these 19 cases submitted to WES and additional 132 HD ALL

cases was subjected to deep targeted sequencing of the entire coding
regions of 60 selected genes. Sample and library preparation was
performed with Illumina Nextera Rapid Capture Custom Kit (Illumina)
and sequenced on a HiSeq 2000 (Figure 1a, Supplementary Methods and
Supplementary Figures S1 and S2).

Sanger sequencing
CREBBP mutations in non-relapsing cases were validated on genomic DNA
from diagnosis and remission samples using published primers and
conditions.17

Bioinformatics analysis
Sequence reads were aligned against the human reference genome hg19
using BWA25 and postprocessed with GATK.26 Somatic mutations were
called with MuTect27 and IndelGenotyper2 (http://www.broadinstitute.org/
cancer/cga/indelocator) and filtered by custom scripts to increase

specificity. Variant annotation was performed using SnpEff and SnpSift.28

Mutation calling in non-relapsing samples without germline samples was
performed with SAMtools and VarScan 2.29 For pathway analysis Genome
MuSiC PathScan was used.30

Ras pathway mutations with low allelic frequency (AF) were called by a
custom script that inspected aligned reads at known mutational hotspots
for the presence of variant alleles (detailed in Supplementary Methods).
Mutation diagrams ('lolliplots') were generated using a modified version

of the 'mutation-diagram' module distributed with Genome MuSiC.31

Statistical analysis
Associations between categorical variables were examined using Fisher's
exact test. Event-free survival (EFS) and overall survival (OS) were analyzed
according to the Kaplan–Meier method and compared by the log-rank
test.32 Cumulative incidence of relapse was calculated with R package
'cmprsk' and compared using the Gray test.33 Pathway enrichment
P-values were computed with PathScan.30

RESULTS
Acquired mutations in HD ALL relapsing cases
In the discovery cohort of 19 matched diagnosis and
relapse samples subjected to WES, we identified altogether 872
somatic mutations impacting coding sequences (Supplementary
Table S2). Six hundred and twenty-six (72%) of these were non-
silent mutations and comprised 603 nonsynonymous point
mutations, 16 splice site mutations and 7 indels. Three hundred
and thirty-six (54%) of non-silent mutations were predicted to be
deleterious.
There were 225 non-silent mutations (median 12 per case,

range 3–23) at diagnosis and 517 (median 25 per case, range 10–
90) at relapse, the latter including both conserved and newly
acquired ones (Supplementary Figure S3). Mutations were
enriched in genes involved in signaling, development and
differentiation, cell cycle and receptor/transporter genes
(Supplementary Results, Supplementary Table S3 and
Supplementary Figures S4 and S5).
Applying a ⩾ 10% AF cutoff, we found 12 recurrently mutated

genes including all those which had been recognized earlier as
being commonly involved in HD ALL, namely the RTK/Ras
pathway genes KRAS, NRAS, PTPN11 and FLT3, as well as
CREBBP.17,19,34,35 Apart from TRRAP,36 none of the others, MAGI1,
USP9X, ZNF516, NDC80, GDPD2 and FBXL7, had been previously
identified in hematologic malignancies or solid tumors.

Validation of mutation frequency by targeted sequencing
To validate and better quantify both allelic and case frequencies of
these potential biologically and clinically relevant mutations, we
deep sequenced 60 selected genes in all 151 cases to ≈500×
coverage (Supplementary Table S4 and Supplementary Figure S1).
These analyses not only verified the previously observed mutation
frequency in RTK/Ras pathway genes (63%), CREBBP (24%), TRAPP
(3%), ZNF516 (3%), FBXL7 (2%), GDPD2 (2%), MAGI1 (2%), NDC80
(2%) and USP9X (2%), but also recovered additional recurrently
mutated genes, such as TP53 (5%), ATM (4%), WHSC1 (3%), MLL2
(3%), JAK2 (2%), PI3KCB (2%) and TLX3 (2%). A detailed list of
these genes and their respective mutations is provided as

Figure 1. NGS design and genomic sequence alterations in HD ALL relapsing cases. (a) Schematic representation of the experimental
approach for NGS of 151 HD ALL cases. (b) Recurrently mutated genes in relapsing cases. Non-silent mutations in genes are listed according to
functional groups in diagnostic (top) and relapse (bottom) samples. Left part shows 50 cases with matched diagnosis/relapse material, right
part displays cases lacking relapse (top, 16 cases) or diagnosis (bottom, 34 cases) samples. Mutations are marked by color codes (as shown at
the bottom of the figure) to indicate their clonal or subclonal nature based on AF, predicted functional effect and conservation from diagnosis
to relapse. Mutated genes in the 'signaling others' category comprise JAK2, PI3KCB, USP9X and MAGI1. UPN, unique patient number;
highlighted in yellow are cases from the WES cohort. HR, high risk; IR, intermediate risk; na, not applicable; NA, not available; PR, prednisone
response; SER, slow early responder; SR, standard risk; TTR, time to relapse.
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Supplementary Table S5 and Supplementary Results. Mutated
genes were then manually curated according to their biological
functions and grouped together into the three categories

'chromatin modifiers', 'signaling' and 'others' (Figure 1b). Sequence
data are available at the European Genome-phenome Archive
(accession number EGAS00001001113).
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Figure 2. Clonal evolution of relapses from HD ALL. (a) The two major patterns of leukemia evolution characterized by the predominant
progression of the initial clone (left) and the selection of an ancestral clone (right), exemplarily shown in case UPN 545 and UPN 430. AF
denotes the AF of all somatic mutations ⩾ 10 at diagnosis (Dx) and relapse (Rel) to better illustrate the kinetics of clones. Colored lines
connecting individual mutations between diagnosis and relapse visualize the kinetics of major and minor populations; gray, shared mutations;
blue, diagnosis-specific mutations in the major clone; black, diagnosis-specific mutations in minor clones; red, initially subclonal mutations
developing into the major relapse clone; light and dark green, relapse-specific mutations characterizing major and minor clones, respectively.
(b) Kinetics of clones in case UPN 715 inferred from copy number-adjusted AFs of mutations present at diagnosis, first and third relapse. Red
and pink, shared relapse-specific mutations; purple and yellow, third relapse-specific mutations in major and minor clones, respectively;
remaining color code as in (a). (c) Model for the evolution of initial and two relapse leukemias from case UPN 715 derived from AFs shown in
(b). Non-disjunction of chromosomes as the presumed first event occurs in a stem or progenitor cell and generates the HD clone. The
founding clone harbors additional mutations and is preserved at both relapses (mutation cluster gray). Within this founder clone, specific
major (blue) and minor (black) leukemic populations are present at diagnosis, whereas relapses share two additional mutations, and also
comprise distinctive mutations. Affected genes are provided in Supplementary Table S6.
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Kinetics of leukemic clones and origin of relapses
To determine the size of leukemic clones, we normalized AFs of all
somatic mutations to single-nucleotide polymorphism array-
derived copy numbers of respective genes in eight cases and
assumed that mutations affect one allele only. Our analyses
revealed two major patterns of clonal diversification (Figure 2a
and Supplementary Figure S6). In five cases, we saw a typical
clonal progression from diagnosis to relapse with the appearance
of new mutations, and in three cases, the relapse clearly evolved

from an ancestral clone that was not detectable at diagnosis.
Apart from the newly acquired mutations, some of the original
ones were still preserved, but some had been lost. Taking into
account also single-nucleotide polymorphism array-derived micro-
deletions, all relapses were apparently derived from an ancestral
clone (data not shown). Case UPN 715 experienced three relapses
and the resulting mutation patterns enabled us to determine the
origin and thereby also to reconstruct the evolution of relapse
clones (Figures 2b and c). All but one mutation that defined the

Figure 3. Frequencies and patterns of RTK/Ras pathway mutations. Inter- and intragenic heterogeneity of RTK/Ras pathway mutations
(including those with low AF) at diagnosis (Dx; top) and relapse (Rel; bottom) in (a) all relapsing cases and (b) cases with matched diagnosis
and relapse samples. Cases are grouped according to heterogeneity of mutations (left, heterogeneous; right, homogeneous) and within each
group sorted by cumulative AFs. UPN of cases indicated at the x axis; AFs of mutations at the y axis; AF was adjusted to blast counts obtained
from bone marrow smears. Mutations with AFo5% not drawn to scale. Color code of mutated genes given at the top of the graph; black filled
circles in bars indicate the conservation of the respective mutation at relapse. (c) Schematic diagram of KRAS, NRAS, PTPN11 and FLT3 proteins
with alterations present in diagnostic and relapse samples. Color codes for their functional domains and types of mutations given at the
bottom of the graph.
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major clone at diagnosis were redetected in both relapses,
whereas smaller clones were wiped out. Apart from many
individual subclonal mutations that were discovered in only one
of the relapse samples, these relapse leukemias also shared two
distinct mutations, which were absent from the diagnostic sample.
This suggests that both relapses emerged from the same ancestral
clone and subsequently acquired different mutations.

RTK/Ras pathway mutations are highly heterogeneous
RTK/Ras pathway mutations with an AF⩾ 10% were equally
frequent at diagnosis and relapse (53% and 60%, respectively).
The most common ones were KRAS, followed by NRAS, PTPN11
and FLT3. These mutations were usually only present in small
clones at diagnosis, and, in the matched cohort, 57% of them were
lost at relapse in approximately half of cases. The retained ones
are mainly derived from the predominant clone at diagnosis
(Figure 1b). Including mutations with AF o10% increases these
numbers significantly (Figure 3a and Supplementary Table S7).
It provides another 60 mutations in 35 cases at diagnosis and
14 mutations in 11 relapses. At diagnosis, 40% of cases had
mutations in two to four different genes, but only 8% at relapse. In
addition, a distinctive intragenic heterogeneity was found in 24%
of cases exclusively at diagnosis (Figures 3a and b). As reported
previously,12 these RTK/Ras pathway mutations were primarily
located in signal-transduction domains (Figure 3c).
In the matched cohort, approximately half of the 50 cases

retained merely 28% of all initial RTK/Ras pathway mutations and
16 cases acquired new ones (Figure 3b). There was a high
likelihood that larger clones with such particular mutations were
conserved at relapse (P= 0.001). However, also small clones
evolved into the dominant clone. These observations combined
with the fact that we observed similar patterns of mutations in
leukemic samples from non-relapsing cases (Supplementary
Table S8) corroborate their clinically inert behavior. Of note, low-
abundant RTK/Ras pathway mutations were not detected in 82
analyzed remission samples.
Taken together, RTK/Ras pathway mutations are present in the

vast majority of cases and more abundant at diagnosis. They are
dispersed over multiple (sub)clones, located in several RTK/Ras
pathway-associated genes and highly instable.

CREBBP mutations cluster in the HAT domain, are generally
maintained and accumulate at relapse
CREBBP mutations were present in 18% of cases at diagnosis and
in 30% at relapse. If present, they were already part of the major
clone in more than half of the cases at diagnosis, but they were
virtually always present in the predominant clone at relapse
(Figures 1b and 4a).
In the matched set, 14 CREBBP mutations were found in 10

cases at diagnosis and 22 were discovered in 16 relapses. All but
one mutation with AF ⩾ 35% were conserved, whereas none of
the five originally small mutation-carrying clones reoccurred at
relapse. Instead, we detected other clones with new distinct
CREBBP mutations in these cases, which were successfully back-
tracked to the diagnostic sample in two of them (UPN 545, Y).
A similar reexamination of diagnostic samples from the remaining
seven cases with novel predominant relapse-specific CREBBP
mutations discovered these mutations also in another three cases
(UPN A, G, 842; Figure 4b). Case UPN KD20493 was exceptional
because it had four distinct CREBBP mutations on one allele that
were also preserved at relapse (Supplementary Figure S7). Such a
cluster of regional mutations has been described as kataegis in
breast cancer.37

In accordance with previous reports, the vast majority of
CREBBP mutations affected the HAT domain mainly at R1446
(Figure 4c).17,19,20 These mutations are functionally disruptive,
reduce proliferation and confer glucocorticoid resistance
in vitro.19,20 By contrast, none of the CREBBP-mutated cases had
a poor prednisone response (Figure 1b).

Co-occurrence of CREBBP and KRAS mutations at relapse
Our most salient finding was the coexistence of CREBBP and KRAS
mutations in HD ALL relapse clones, an insight that derived from
the quantitative overlap of these two mutations. It originally
became evident in our WES data and was subsequently confirmed
in the analysis of the targeted sequencing results of the entire
cohort including additional 65 relapse samples (Po0.001)
(Figure 1b). Although KRAS and NRAS mutations at relapse were
similarly frequent (23% and 19%, respectively), only the KRAS ones
concurred with the CREBBP mutations. This observation implies
that these two mutations exert an interdependent function and

Figure 3. Continued.
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cooperate in a RAS isoform-specific and synergistic manner under
the selective pressure of the applied chemotherapy.
The relapse-associated co-occurrence of CREBBP and KRAS

mutations also allowed us to determine from which clones they
originally derived and thereby to reconstruct the respective clonal
development in nine suitable cases. The three ensuing patterns of
relapse evolution are depicted in Figure 5. They clearly highlight
the specific selective advantage of CREBBP- and KRAS-double-
mutated clones, which eventually culminates in the emergence of
a predominant clone at relapse. The unique alliance of these two
mutations is further corroborated by the fact that seven of these
nine cases initially also had clones with other RTK/Ras signaling
gene mutations; however, none of them, persisted.

Somatic CREBBP mutations in non-relapsing HD ALL cases
Based on the reported virtual absence of CREBBP mutations in
non-relapsing ALL,17,19 we checked whether they might also
qualify as a relapse-predicting marker in HD ALL. Targeted
sequencing of diagnostic samples from 51 HD ALL cases in

long-term remission, which were not included in our previous
study,17 and subsequent validation by bidirectional Sanger
sequencing revealed, however, that somatic CREBBP mutations
were present in four of these cases (Supplementary Figure S8 and
Supplementary Table S8), thereby precluding their use as
biomarkers.

CREBBP and KRAS mutations are associated with unfavorable
clinical features at relapse
Finally, we also checked the clinical consequences of mutations, in
particular how they might influence time to relapse, the molecular
response to relapse treatment and outcome (Figure 1b and
Supplementary Table S9). Overall, RTK/Ras pathway and CREBBP-
mutated relapses showed only a slight prevalence of occurring
early while KRAS-mutated relapses do develop primarily early; in
line, relapses with concurrent CREBBP and KRAS mutations
appeared earlier than those in the remaining cases with only
one or no mutation in either gene (P= 0.012) (Supplementary
Table S10). PTPN11-mutated relapses, on the other hand, occur

Figure 4. Frequency and patterns of CREBBP mutations. Intragenic heterogeneity of CREBBP mutations at diagnosis (Dx; top) and relapse (Rel;
bottom) in (a) all cases and (b) cases with matched diagnosis and relapse samples; UPN of cases indicated at the x axis; allelic frequencies of
mutations (AF; including those with o10%), adjusted to the percentage of blasts from bone marrow smears, at the y axis; colors denote
distinct mutations. Mutations with AFo5% not drawn to scale. Black filled circles indicate conserved mutations. (c) Schematic diagram of
CREBBP protein with mutations present at diagnosis (top) and relapse (bottom). Color codes for functional domains of CREBBP and types of
mutations given at the bottom of the graph.
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late, and NRAS- and FLT3-mutated ones do not differ from cases
without such mutations.
Minimal residual disease standard risk (SR) and high risk (HR)

relapses were similarly distributed in RTK/Ras pathway mutated
and wild type cases. By contrast, both KRAS- and CREBBP-mutated
cases fell mainly into the high-risk group while PTPN11-mutated
ones were found in the standard risk group.
As expected and in line with previous reports,38 high-risk

patients had a significantly lower pOS and pEFS at 5 years
compared with standard risk patients, and they showed a trend
towards a higher cumulative incidence of subsequent relapses
(Figure 6a). Although Ras pathway mutations had, in general, no
influence on the pOS and pEFS, a more in-depth analysis revealed
that especially KRAS mutations were associated with a significantly
adverse pOS and pEFS and marginally increased cumulative
incidence of relapse. NRAS mutations had no impact and PTPN11
mutations seemed to indicate a more favorable outcome
(Figures 6b and c). Although cases with either CREBBP and KRAS

mutations or only one of these mutations had a significantly
poorer outcome compared with wild-type cases, the cumulative
incidence of relapses of the double mutant cases tended to have
an increased incidence of subsequent relapses (Figure 6d and
Supplementary Table S10).

DISCUSSION
HD ALL is generally perceived as a disease with a low recurrence
risk and an excellent prognosis.1–4 What one might easily overlook
in this context is that the small relative proportion of recurrent
diseases is, in fact, responsible for a high proportion of relapses
that occur in ALL. We consider it thus appropriate to explore the
causes and origin of these relapses, especially as all efforts to
identify patients at risk in advance have, so far, been unsuccessful.
To achieve our aim of defining the mutational landscape of

relapse-prone HD ALL and exploring the potential origin and
evolutionary path of relapse clones, we first performed WES in a

Figure 4. Continued.
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discovery cohort of 19 matched diagnosis/relapse pairs followed
by targeted sequencing of 60 selected genes in these 19 cases
and additional 132 ones. We found that at diagnosis the
karyotypically homogeneously appearing cell population contains
many small subclones whose specific features are abundant
mutations that primarily affect RTK/Ras pathway-associated genes.

Owing to the fact that relapses arise from highly selected cell
populations that survived first-line treatment, the ensuing relapse
clones have a more restricted repertoire of mutations (Figures 1
and 3). Although clonal heterogeneity is a typical characteristic of
all malignancies and of childhood ALL, in particular,14,39–41 the
exceptional position of RTK/Ras pathway mutations in this group
is a remarkable and noteworthy, albeit not entirely unprece-
dented, phenomenon.5,16 Despite the previously suggested
apparent mutual exclusive occurrence of RTK/Ras pathway
mutations,16 targeted sequencing uncovered an extraordinary
inter- and intragenic heterogeneity in the vast majority of cases,
particularly at diagnosis (Figures 3a and b). Moreover, RTK/Ras
pathway mutations are also quite frequent in the related near-
haploid and low hypodiploid ALL forms, and, in rare instances, two
distinct Ras pathway mutations and double-mutated RAS genes
were found.42 Apart from that, it was shown that this specific
pathway might be activated in cases without such mutations.12,42

Taken together, these findings rank the activation of the Ras
pathway as the currently most important disease-relevant
functional change in HD ALL.
It comes as a surprise, therefore, that, in contrast to the overall

less common CREBBP mutations, which are definitely involved in
relapse development,17,19,21 RTK/Ras pathway mutations should
have only little or no impact at all on the clinical behavior of the
disease. At diagnosis, RTK/Ras pathway mutations are as frequent
in cases that eventually experience a relapse as in those that stay
in long-term remission and they also share a similar distribution.
CREBBP mutations are, in contrast, far less common in non-
relapsing cases.17,19 Moreover, at relapse, RTK/Ras pathway
mutations remain as frequent as at diagnosis, whereas the
frequency of CREBBP mutations increases. Of high interest in this
context is, that of all RTK/Ras pathway mutations, only those
affecting KRAS pair with CREBBP mutations. The high concordance
rate of KRAS and CREBBP mutations at relapse suggests a first
circumstantial but nevertheless important clue that these two
alterations are functionally linked. The simultaneous deregulation
of both proteins may have a synergistic effect, render the affected
clone more resistant to therapy and thereby endow it with a
considerable proliferative and selective advantage. This notion is
further supported by our observation in four cases that already
carried two distinct CREBBP-mutated clones at diagnosis (Figure 5).
As all these alterations affect the HAT domain and presumably
attenuate the acetylation of proteins to a similar extent, it is safe to
assume that they are functionally equivalent.19,20 Nevertheless,
only those that also acquired KRAS mutations eventually evolved
into predominant relapse clones. CREBBP acetylates both histone
and non-histone proteins, such as H3K18, p53 and BCL6, and
missense mutations in the HAT domain generally attenuate or
destroy the acetylating and coactivator function of the
protein.19,20,43 As CREBBP is a cofactor for more than 400
transcription factors and most likely acetylates even many more
proteins than have yet been identified,43,44 it is virtually impossible
to predict which targets may be affected and are of specific
relevance in HD ALL.
Similarly complex and unresolved are the functional impact and

consequences of different types of RAS mutations in this specific
genetic and cellular context. In transformed cells, oncogenic RAS
operates mainly via the RAF-MEK-ERK and PI3K-AKT-mTOR path-
ways, which prominently control many functions that are essential
for cancer.12,13,45 Whether and to which extent the deregulation
of these particular pathways also contributes to the leukemia
development in HD ALL is, so far, not known. Whereas the
balanced frequency of KRAS and NRAS mutations at diagnosis
implies that they could exert similar functions, only KRAS seems to
profit from attenutated CREBBP and thus co-occurs at relapse. This
strongly biased selection provides another good example of the
fact that individual RAS isoforms can indeed have distinctive and
unique properties, which however might only become relevant

Dx Rel

Dx-specific

CREBBP KRAS CREBBP KRAS

Figure 5. Model for the evolution of relapses with concurring
CREBBP and KRAS mutations. Shown are the three most frequently
observed scenarios representing the diverse composition of initial
leukemia populations defined by mutations in CREBBP, KRAS or a
combination thereof and their presence at relapse. The clone size
was estimated from the means of the AFs of respective mutations
present at initial diagnosis (Dx; left) and relapse (Rel; right) in
corresponding cases. The first and most frequent scenario indicates
the initial coexistence of various clones with two major ones
carrying either a CREBBP or KRAS mutation in addition to a minor
clone that harbors distinct mutations in both genes. At relapse, this
double-mutated population constitutes the entire leukemic clone
(upper part; summarizes data from cases UPN A, UPN 545, UPN Y,
UPN 1021392). The two other scenarios highlight the initial presence
of a KRAS- and CREBBP-mutated major or minor clone, in which a
minute population of cells also carries a CREBBP (middle) or KRAS
(bottom) mutation, respectively. Again, only clones harboring both
mutations prevail at relapse (middle, cases UPN 1187, UPN 1025409,
UPN KD20493; and bottom, cases UPN 715, UPN 1024518). Color
code of mutations at the bottom of the graph.
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Figure 6. Clinical outcome of children with HD ALL after first relapse according to treatment response and mutation status. Kaplan–Maier
estimates at 5 years showing the probability of pOS (left), pEFS (middle) and cumulative incidence of relapse (CIR) (right) according to (a)
minimal residual disease (MRD) risk at relapse (SR, standard risk; HR, high risk), (b) RTK/Ras pathway (RAS) mutation status, (c) mutated RTK/Ras
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and obvious under very specific circumstances.12,13,46 It is likely
that CREBBP modulates or alters not only the function of Ras
effectors but also of specific RAS proteins as well.47

KRAS- and CREBBP-double-mutated relapse cases are among
those with the highest risk and are therefore prime candidates for
novel therapeutic approaches. They could, for instance, combine
histone deacetylase inhibitors with Ras pathway inhibitors or
drugs that inhibit the connected PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathway, as
proposed previously for hypodiploid and HD leukemias with
activated Ras signaling.19,42,45,48 Finally, as somatic CREBBP
mutations are also present in a small number of non-relapsing
HD ALL cases, they unfortunately turn out to be not very useful
predictive or prognostic markers.
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